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Abstract
Background Bariatric surgery in its various forms has been shown to be an effective intervention for
weight management in select patients. Different types of surgery such as Roux-en-Y gastric bypass
(RYGB) and sleeve gastrectomy demonstrate different e�cacies in weight loss and co-morbidity
resolution. Even within a single type of surgery, different patients respond differently and have differing
weight-change trajectories post-surgery. The present analysis explores how improving a patient’s post-
surgical weight change could impact on co-morbidity prevalence, treatment and associated costs in the
Canadian setting. Methods Published data were used to derive statistical models to predict weight loss
and co-morbidity evolution after RYGB. A 100-patient cohort was compared for an optimal versus a poor
weight trajectory over a 10-year time horizon after surgery. Costs (2018 CAD$) were considered from the
Canadian public payer perspective for diabetes, hypertension and dyslipidaemia. Robustness of results
was assessed using probabilistic sensitivity analyses using the R language. Results Models �tted to
patient data for total weight loss and co-morbidity evolution (resolution and new onset) demonstrated
good �tting. Having a good versus poor weight trajectory resulted in a decreased burden, saving 181, 817,
and 530 patient-years of diabetes, hypertension and dyslipidaemia treatment respectively. Cohorts on a
good weight trajectory following RYGB had $1.9 million lower costs at 10 years than those on a poor
weight trajectory. Conclusions Within a cohort of patients receiving the same type of bariatric surgery,
achieving a good versus a poor weight loss trajectory can have a signi�cant impact on outcomes by
reducing the number of patient years of co-morbidity treatment and corresponding cost. Given the burden
associated with a poor weight trajectory, health care systems should consider how best to ensure that
more patients achieve a good long-term weight trajectory after bariatric surgery.

Background
Worldwide, obesity and its management are growing healthcare concerns. Canada faces similar issues
with an increasing burden of obesity and related co-morbidities.[1] Being overweight or obese
considerably increases the risk of developing diseases such as type 2 diabetes (T2DM), hypertension
(HTN), dyslipidaemia, or other forms of cardiovascular disease such as stroke or coronary artery disease.
Managing these co-morbidities creates considerable burden for public and private payers in terms of
hospital resource usage, physician visits and medications. Considering the chronic diseases most
commonly associated with obesity, for example, costs of care in Canada were estimated to have
increased by 19% between 2000 and 2008, from $3.9 to $4.6 billion.[2]

The ideal treatment must be optimized individually between patient and provider and involves a long-term
commitment to improvement of health. Some patients may be supported with diet and exercise, some
with medication, and for many patients, a key catalyst to support these lifelong changes is bariatric
surgery. Procedures performed in Canada include established surgeries such as Roux-en-Y gastric bypass
(RYGB), sleeve gastrectomy, biliopancreatic diversion with or without duodenal switch and adjustable
gastric banding, although the latter is decreasing in use.[3, 4] The choice of surgery will impact the
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potential range of weight loss a patient may achieve and degree to which co-morbidities are resolved or
improved.[5-9]

Among patients who do receive surgery, there is a wide range of outcomes for weight loss and co-
morbidity resolution. Differences occur between surgery types, and within the same surgical cohort, where
some patients experience good trajectories with considerable early and sustained weight loss with
concomitant co-morbidity resolution, while others follow poorer trajectories of lower weight loss and
persistent co-morbidities.[10, 11] The latter, poorer weight loss may result in insu�cient improvement in
weight status to reduce co-morbidity risks, both extending the risks to patient health and maintaining a
high burden of care for payers.

The reasons for different weight trajectories after the same type of surgery remain to be elucidated.
Factors such as gender, race and genetics have been investigated,[10-12] but with an aim to improving
surgical outcomes, these characteristics are not readily modi�able parameters and clinical application of
these studies remains to be determined.[12] Other interventions may yet be possible, however, given the
observation that early post-surgical results during the time of greatest patient contact have been shown
to be a reliable predictor of longer term results [10] and a retrospective audit identi�ed missing post-
surgical clinical attendance as a main predictor of poor long-term weight loss.[13]

To date, analyses of the burden of obesity have focused on bariatric surgery versus medical
management, or between different types of surgery. The variation in outcomes within a single type of
surgery could, however, also be a substantial cost driver. The aim of this study is to provide a �rst
estimate quantifying the differences in patient outcomes and costs between patients following good
versus poor weight trajectories in the Canadian setting after RYGB surgery.

Methods
Here, a weight trajectory is the evolution of patient weight after bariatric surgery. A good trajectory is
considered that which demonstrates considerable early weight loss that is maintained in the mid- to long-
term. A poor weight trajectory shows limited weight loss after surgery, often with signi�cant weight regain
after a nadir. For the present analysis, the estimate of the trajectory burden is taken as the difference in
prevalence and associated treatment between the good and poor weight loss outcomes. As a �rst
estimate, only the costs of three commonly reported co-morbidities (T2DM, HTN, and dyslipidaemia) were
considered owing in part to a lack of data on the evolution of other co-morbidities as a function of post-
bariatric surgery weight trajectory. Post-surgical co-morbidity prevalence was determined by considering
both resolution in patients with the co-morbidity at baseline and new onset among those who did not.
Models were employed, informed by available data, to extrapolate reported outcome results to a 10-year
window. The analysis scheme is depicted in Figure 1.

Surgical outcomes
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For RYGB, the reported patient outcome data of Courcoulas[10] were used. The authors categorized
patients (post-surgery) into 6 groups representing different weight trajectories. Within each group,
baseline demographics and total weight loss and co-morbidity resolution (T2DM, hypertension, high LDL
cholesterol, low HDL cholesterol, and high triglycerides) were presented up to 7 years post-surgery. In the
present study, differences in outcomes were compared between a good (group 6) and poor (group 1)
weight trajectory.

Weight loss
To extrapolate total weight loss (TWL), data were plotted separately for the good and poor trajectories
and suitable non-polynomial (to reduce risk of over�tting), non-linear models investigated using
CurveExpert Professional version 2.6. A yield density model was identi�ed as suitable for both trajectories
allowing estimation of TWL (and thereby body mass index [BMI] determination from baseline
demographics).

Co-morbidity evolution
In any patient, the presence of a co-morbidity is dependent on numerous factors beyond weight loss. Of
these, two factors, age and BMI, were available for use in our model. To make use of as much data as
possible for �tting with two independent variables, all group data were included. At each point after
surgery, the current (cohort) age was calculated as time after surgery plus baseline age, and BMI was
calculated using the yield density model for weight loss. These results were combined with the reported
remission rates of Courcoulas for each group at each timepoint after surgery and models were explored.
A linear model was found suitable, allowing the estimation of co-morbidity remission as a function of age
and BMI after surgery.

For co-morbidity incidence, the data of Courcoulas were not strati�ed by group given the low patient
counts of new onset cases. A model to estimate new cases in patients without the co-morbidity at
baseline could thus only be informed by BMI after surgery for the entire cohort, since it is unknown to
which trajectory group these cases belong. A linear model was the most suitable, taken to be a
conservative estimate somewhere between the good and poor trajectories.

Cost analysis
The overall impact of difference in weight trajectory was taken to be the cumulative number of cases
calculated at discrete 1-year intervals over the 10-year period. An initial cohort of 100 patients was
divided according to baseline co-morbidity prevalence into those with and those without the co-morbidity
(Table 1).
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In the group with the co-morbidity at baseline, cases in a given year were taken as the difference between
the number of cases not resolved between the poor and the good trajectories. The overall sum over 10
years is de�ned as the number of patient-years of treatment for non-resolved cases.

Only the group without the co-morbidity at baseline can experience new onset. The incidence is thus
applied only to this group to estimate the number of new cases in any given year. Patients who develop
new onset disease are assumed to continue to receive treatment in subsequent years up to the end of the
time horizon, thereby making the total number of patient-years of treatment for new onset cases the
cumulative sum of incident cases in any given year, plus cases still in treatment from previous years.

For both the remission and new onset groups, patients are assumed to remain within their respective
groups over the time horizon. Patients with the co-morbidity at baseline who achieve remission therefore
remain in that group and are not added to the group at risk for new onset. Similarly, new onset cases
cannot achieve remission, as there are no data to inform accurate estimates of this movement.

Input costs are shown in Table 1. All costs are for public payers in the Canadian context. Costs for T2DM
and HTN thus include physician and hospital treatments, while those for dyslipidaemia are the public
cost of additional lab work for patients receiving statins. An annual discount rate of 1.5% was applied
across the 10-year time horizon.

Table 1Model parameters

Costs from reported currency year were in�ated to 2018 Canadian dollars using Statistics Canada
consumer price index data for health services and products. HTN, hypertension; LDL, low density
lipoprotein; NA, not applicable; RYGB, Roux-en-y gastric bypass; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus

Sensitivity analysis
The robustness of the base case cohort was assessed through probabilistic sensitivity analysis with
10,000 iterations. For each iteration, parameters were sampled using the normal distribution (age, initial
BMI, proportion of female patients, the proportion of patients at baseline with T2DM, HTN, or
dyslipidaemia, and all cost parameters) according to the mean and standard deviation for each. The 10-
year total patient-years of treatment and costs were calculated, from which 95% credibility intervals were
determined. Calculations were performed using the R statistical programming language.

Results
Results of the �tting of post-surgical total weight loss are shown in Figure 2. The models describe the
source model data well, with coe�cients of determination of 0.999 and 0.957 for the good and poor
trajectories respectively. As seen in the source study for the current analysis, a patient’s weight trajectory
after bariatric surgery can in�uence the occurrence of co-morbidities that may require treatment.[10]
Lower rates of successful resolution are observed in the poor versus good post-surgical weight trajectory,
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resulting in additional cases requiring treatment. The present analysis considers the additional treatment
required if an entire cohort of patients achieves the poorest trajectory versus the outcome if the entire
cohort had instead achieved the good trajectory.

The focus here is on chronic co-morbidities: T2DM, HTN, and dyslipidaemia, taken as high LDL
cholesterol. Additional cumulative years of treatment for a post-surgical cohort in the poor versus good
weight trajectory after RYGB surgery are shown in Figure 3.

The largest treatment differences are observed for HTN, followed by dyslipidaemia and T2DM. Of these
co-morbidities, HTN also had the highest baseline prevalence among patients at 69% versus 37% and
35% for high LDL and T2DM respectively. A higher baseline co-morbidity prevalence means fewer
patients at risk for developing new onset disease and a higher proportion of patients whose condition can
be resolved.

Detailed results 10 years after surgery are shown in Table 2. Among calculations of total number of
treatment years, results are strati�ed into those attributed to patients who had the co-morbidity at
baseline and were not resolved, and into the treatment resulting from new onset cases. Costs are similarly
divided into those attributable to persistent and new onset cases.

[Location of Table 2]

Discussion
After bariatric surgery, patients experience varying degrees of weight loss. The aim of the present study is
to provide a �rst estimate of the impact of good versus poor weight trajectories on patient outcomes and
treatment costs. While many studies may assess entire surgical cohorts as single arm studies, or
comparisons against other treatments (surgical or non-surgical) for weight loss and co-morbidity effects,
this analysis sought to examine differences among patients who received the same surgery and were at
the same risk of surgery-related complications and associated costs, but by some means achieved
different weight trajectories.

Our analysis suggests that achieving a good versus a poor weight trajectory has a considerable impact
on patient outcomes and treatment costs. For chronic obesity-related co-morbidities, the good trajectory
is associated with median $1.9 million savings (95% credibility interval $823,832 to $2,777,124) in public
expenditure for RYGB.

As a �rst detailed investigation of co-morbidity outcomes and cost impact due to variations in weight
trajectories after bariatric surgery, the study is not without limitations. The availability of data in the North
American setting for post-surgical co-morbidity evolution by weight trajectory permitted the derivation of
descriptive models after RYGB, but it must be assumed that the results from this single American cohort
also apply to the Canadian setting. Also, the reported post-surgical co-morbidity incidence was not
strati�ed by weight trajectory.[10] If the new cases demonstrated a tendency towards developing in
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patients with a poorer weight trajectory, the incidence calculated here would represent an overestimate for
the good weight outcome. The resulting calculated difference in incidence between the good and poor
trajectories is therefore likely a conservative estimate of the difference in patient-years of treatment.

The cost analysis is also likely a conservative estimate of the true cost impact of a poor versus good
post-bariatric surgery weight trajectory. Due in part to availability of detailed data, only chronic conditions
(T2DM, HTN, and dyslipidaemia in the form of high LDL cholesterol) were included. Surgery also has an
impact on other cost-attributable obesity-related conditions such as cardiovascular disease risk
(including myocardial infarction, stroke or heart failure),[14] osteoarthritis requiring joint replacement
surgery[15] and non-alcoholic fatty liver disease.[16] Bariatric surgery has been shown for these
conditions to have a positive effect in reducing their prevalence, and one might thus expect some
corresponding saving in treatment costs, but in the absence of further data, no reasonable estimate could
be determined.

There are multiple factors in�uencing weight loss outcomes after surgery. Among them, genetics in the
form of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs),[11] gender and race have been found to in�uence
weight loss outcomes.[10] Future studies may identify ways that patient care can be optimized for
patients with these different characteristics to improve outcomes. Until such time, providers can focus on
other aspects of care that have been shown to be associated with improved weight loss. These include
patient behaviours in eating and exercise,[17] better follow-up attendance[13, 17, 18] as well as achieving
better outcomes at specialist bariatric care centres over non-specialist care.[19] The present analysis
serves as an estimate of what is at stake for providers in terms of patient outcomes and associated costs
should post-bariatric surgery trajectories not be optimized. With this information, informed decisions can
be made regarding investment in strategies targeted towards modi�able factors of patient behaviour and
engagement to achieve improved patient outcomes.

Conclusions
Post-bariatric surgery, patients experience a variety of weight trajectories. Even after the same surgery,
patients may achieve a good trajectory with sustained weight loss, or a poor trajectory characterized by
poor initial weight loss and varying degrees of weight regain. The trajectory can impact successful co-
morbidity resolution, and patient risk of new onset disease. Having a poor weight trajectory increases
patient time with comorbidities and leads to increased costs of care. Improving weight trajectories after
RYGB was estimated to save providers almost $2 million per 100 patients. This analysis is an initial
estimate of burden, but its results provide justi�cation for debate on whether investment of resources is
required to optimize patient weight trajectories, realize better patient co-morbidity outcomes, and
ultimately improve and lower the cost of healthcare provision.

List Of Abbreviations
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HTN, hypertension; RYGB: Roux-en-y gastric bypass surgery; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus
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Table 1            Model parameters
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Parameter Reference Base case Notes
Age Courcoulas

2018[10]
45 ± 8.5 years Use population demographics of entire RYGB surgery cohort (no trajectory

group strati�cation)BMI 46.6 ± 4.8
kg/m2

Female 79.9 % ± 1.0 %
T2DM
baseline

35.4 % ± 1.2 %

HTN baseline 68.9 % ± 1.1 %
High LDL
baseline

36.6 % ± 1.1 %

Cohort size N/A 100 patients Example cohort
Discount rate CADTH

guidelines[20]
1.5 % 4th edition guidelines of the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technology in

Health (CADTH)
Cost T2DM,
year 1

Rosella
2016[21]

Male: $4,061 ±
$609 
Female: $4,017
± $603

Ontario 
Base value uncertainty taken as ±15%

Cost T2DM,
year 2+

Rosella
2016[21]

Male: $828 ±
$123 
Female: $1,023
± $124

Ontario 
Base value average costs years 2-8 in study

Cost HTN Weaver
2015[22]

$2,163 ± $227 Canada wide

Cost
Dyslipidaemia

Conly 2011[23] $79 ± $8 Alberta 
Final value includes only laboratory costs for patients on statins minus
costs for patient time and travel

 

Table 2            Ten-year cumulative results
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  Measurement Result
T2DM Patient years from cases not resolved 58 [44; 70]

Patient years from new onset 123 [37; 199]

Costs for non-resolved patients $52,488 
[$36,833; $69,483]

Costs for incident cases $176,872  
[$55,178; $293,029]

Total T2DM costs $229,686  
[$95,870; $359,501]

HTN Patient years from cases not resolved 124 [97; 150]

Patient years from new onset 692 [267; 999]

Costs for non-resolved patients $248,953  
[$177,556; $326,926]

Costs for incident cases $1,350,579  
[$509,218; $2,094,299]

Total HTN costs $1,596,388  
[$711,234; $2,401,698]

Dyslipidaemia Patient years from cases not resolved 121 [97; 146]

Patient years from new onset 409 [131; 646]

Costs for non-resolved patients $8,824  
[$6,496; $11,590]

Costs for incident cases $29,078 
[$9,064; $48,879]

Total dyslipidaemia costs $37,896 
[$15,883; $60,499]

Public costs $1,869,887  
[$823,832; $2,777,124]

Values shown are the additional treatment years or additional costs resulting from a 100-patient cohort

achieving a poor, versus a good post-RYGB surgery weight trajectory. “Patient years” refer to cumulative

years of patient treatment over the 10-year time horizon and costs are presented in 2018 Canadian

dollars ($). Total public costs are those expected to be taken on by public payers (hospitalization,

physician, etc) and in the present analysis, exclude the dyslipidaemia cost, which are comprised primarily

of medication. Overall total costs include all three co-morbidity costs (T2DM, HTN, dyslipidaemia). Values

are reported with 95% credibility intervals determined from 10,000 iterations of sampling within model

parameter uncertainties (base case). HTN, hypertension; T2DM, type 2 diabetes mellitus.

Figures
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Figure 1

Scheme for analysis of outcome and cost impact by weight trajectory

Figure 2

Modelling of post-surgical total weight loss
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Figure 3

Comparison of cumulative patient-years of co-morbidity treatment after bariatric surgery


